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Hamid J Gets Physical On New Single “Hold My
Body”

(Los Angeles, CA) October 29th, 2021 - Up and coming LA-based Pop singer Hamid J
embraces his flair for the playful heartthrob ethos on his latest single, “Hold My Body”. Born
in Iran and raised in Germany before finally finding his way to Hollywood, fans and newcomers
alike will be drawn in by Hamid’s dreamy synths and shoulder-shaking beats. The real driver,
though, is the singer’s endlessly exuding swagger and sensuality, which drips from “Hold My
Body” like honey from the beehive.
A proud and unapologetic member of the gay community, Hamid wrote his latest single to
dispel the idea that his relationships and love-life are any less complicated and relatable than
those of his counterparts, while addressing the ever-lamented “playing hard to
get/uninterested” phase that often rears its ugly hating in dating. With honesty and passion at
the heart of his music, Hamid hopes this newest effort will do away with the often held ideas
that “things are greener on the other side.”
Yeah, not so fast. Just like all of us, Hamid J is looking for someone who will love him fully and
without any reservations. And with an infectious, upbeat energy that evokes influential icons
like Michael Jackson and George Michael, it’d be hard not to fall for another gorgeous track
from this rising star.
For more information on Hamid J and to hear the “Hold My Body", visit his website and
streaming platforms.
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